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The first-generation MX-6 appeared in and lasted until in the United States. In some markets, the
model years were from to It was based on a series of futuristic sports compact concept cars of
the early s. The US market made use of the F2 2. European and Japanese market versions were
shipped with either the F8 1. The MX-6 was produced with two transmission options, a
five-speed manual transmission or a four-speed automatic with overdrive. The MX-6 was also
known to be a very reliable car, mechanically. This generation was available in several trim
levels, which differed depending on the market in which the vehicle was sold. This system
consisted of an electronically controlled rear steering rack that turned the rear wheels opposite
to the fronts at low speeds to improve cornering, and turned the rear wheels with the fronts at
high speeds to improve highway lane change maneuvering. This option was available through
all years for GT models in other markets. Australian vehicles were almost always equipped with
the 2. They also carried the MX-6 name of the American models. In other parts of Asia, the MX-6
name was also used. New Zealand received vehicles in either European or Australian
specification, selectable on order. It was released in three distinct variants worldwide, known as
A-spec, E-spec, and J-spec, which relates to their destined markets â€” U. Three trim levels
were available on the A-spec models:. In , the second generation MX-6 was refreshed with
different five-spoke alloy wheels, and emissions changes. Known as the "GE2", this model ran
until Built from in Japan, for Australia, New Zealand, and Europe, compared to the A-spec, the
E-spec has different headlights a two-piece projector setup giving far greater lighting and
taillights, different front and rear bumpers, fog lights, wing-mirrors power and heated , steering
wheel, interior trim, and alloys as standard. The side indicator lights were mounted behind the
front wheels, and no corner bumper lights were used. The engine was the same as the U. In
Australia, the MX-6 was released in November Only one trim was available. Equipped with the
KL-DE 2. September was the release of the GE2 update model. They both had new wheels,
interior trim, and steering wheel, but only the 4WS version got the sunroof, CD player, leather
which actually only became standard in late '96 , and the digital climate control. The MX-6 lasted
until , with the last few rolling out of dealers in The last one rolled off the assembly line on June
20, This version was also released in , and is very similar to the E-spec as they are built in the
same place , but with minor changes. One-piece headlights were fitted, with indicators
incorporated in the fog light housing, as well as a different rear bumper with smaller registration
plate cutout, similar to the A-spec. Almost everything was an option, but the 4WS was available,
as well as the digital climate control, electric folding mirrors, larger centre console, and of
course, the Mazdaspeed body add-ons â€” a subtle lip kit with Supra-style high-rise rear spoiler.
Engine choice was the KL-ZE 2. Although the displacement was the same, the KLZE had more
durations on the cams, higher compression due to a different shape of pistons, and the intake
manifold was different on the ZE. Also, the heads on the KL-ZE were ported and shaped
differently. Not only was the ZE higher in compression, but it was also a higher-revving engine.
The only flaws in the KL-ZE design were the weaker valve springs on the intake valves. This is
usually corrected by using the KL-DE springs, keepers, and retainers which are stronger.
Four-wheel steering 4WS was available on both the first-generation and second-generation
MX-6 models, although the North American market only received it for the GT model. The
system electronically controlled a rear rack that was behind the rear wheels. Above these
speeds, the rear wheels move in the same direction as the front, meaning control during
high-speed maneuvers such as lane changes or cornering was improved. On 16 October ,
Mazda filed a trademark application with the Japanese Patent Office for the Mazda MX-6
nameplate which can be used for "automobiles and parts and accessories thereof," hinting that
the manufacturer may release a new generation MX-6 in the near future. From Wikipedia, the
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models. The model lineup consisted of a four-door sedan , a four-door hatchback and a
five-door wagon , marketed in North America as the "Sport Sedan", "5-Door" and "Sport
Wagon", respectively. In New Zealand, the lineup consisted of 2. The first generation was
marketed as a model in the United States and as a model in Canada. Drivetrain combinations
included the Mazda MZR engine in configurations of 1. In the US domestic market a 3. In North
America, the 5-speed automatic optional on the V6 models were replaced by an Aisin 6-speed
automatic for the model year. The four-cylinder model received a Jatco five-speed automatic in
the following year. Power was directed to the front wheels in most markets, although full-time
all-wheel-drive models were available in Japan, Europe, and Australia. Not all configurations
were available in all areas â€” for example, the Mazda 6 as released in Australia was available in
2. The first Mazda 6 rolled off the AAI assembly line on October 1, , one month after production
ended. There are also satellite plants building Mazda 6 models in China and Thailand for local
markets. In September , the Mazda 6 received a facelift which introduced 5-speed auto and
6-speed manual transmissions, standard or inch alloy wheels, and minor bodywork upgrades.
Its mission statement was written with the help of Peter Birtwhistle, chief of Mazda's advanced
design studio in Germany at the time. It was initially unveiled as a concept at the Paris Motor
Show. It features a turbocharged version of the 2. The 2. All markets received a revised front
fascia with a raised hood, a 6-speed manual transmission, and all-wheel drive. Power is sent to
the rear wheels through a limited-slip differential. Originally scheduled to be launched in June ,
the Mazdaspeed Atenza was delayed until November. A sunroof with moonroof feature is
optional on the Grand Touring trim. The Mazdaspeed Atenza was released to generally positive
reviews, and was noted for impressive power and handling. Mazda continues to provide three
body styles, including 4-door saloon sedan , 5-door hatchback and wagon. A number of
journalists have already praised its electrically assisted steering for being considerably
improved compared to the previous generation, providing more feedback to the driver. In China,
over , Mazdas, including Mazda6 made between September and January , were recalled due to
faulty air bags. An earlier recall involved , Mazda6 models made between and for a similar issue.
Facelift : interior. The North American version was redesigned for the model year, with the
wagon version being dropped there. It is a widened and lengthened version of the model sold
elsewhere, with larger engines. Reviewers have noted its coupe-like roofline and sportier style.
A Mazdaspeed 6 variant was not offered. Despite the North American version's increase in
dimensions, Mazda maintains that the 6 retains the overall driving experience is still sportier
than rivaling Honda Accords, Toyota Camrys, or Chevrolet Malibus. Early reviews have been
favorable. On March 3, , around 50, Mazda6 vehicles from the â€”10 model years were recalled
in the United States, with another 15, in Canada, Mexico and Puerto Rico after it was found that
Yellow Sac Spiders were building nests in the fuel line of the vehicles. The amount of gasoline
vapor in the fuel line is just strong enough to draw the spider in but not strong enough to kill it.
On April 5, , Mazda reissued the same recall for spiders against all â€” Mazda6 vehicles with 2.
The last Mazda 6 rolled off the line at Mazda's Flat Rock Assembly Plant on Friday, August 24, ,
with Mazda discontinuing production on American soil, effectively ending the 20 year
joint-venture between Mazda and Ford. In , Mazda won its first manufacturers championship in
the Touring Car class. The third generation Mazda6 sedan was unveiled during Moscow
International Automobile Salon on 29 August , and the station wagon version followed during
the Paris Motor Show in the following month. In this generation, there are only 4-door sedan and
5-door station wagon versions available. The wagon is no longer offered in the North American
market due to low demand for wagon models. Mazda is not alone in pulling their wagon variants
from the North American market, as Volkswagen , BMW , Audi , and Mercedes-Benz have
removed at least some or all of their wagon models from their North American lineup â€” the
currently-sold VW Golf Sportwagen is an exception to the drought of import station wagon
availability in North America. Its design has been extremely well-received, and was a finalist in
the " World Design of the Year". In July , the "Atenza" nameplate was dropped in the Japanese
market as part of Mazda's new global naming structure. The Japanese-market Mazda Atenza
went on sale from 1 November In China, the third generation is sold under the Atenza
nameplate, to differentiate it from the first generation Mazda6, which is still being produced in
China. In the Philippines as Mazda's local distributor, Berjaya Auto Philippines has unveiled the
all-new, third generation Mazda6 sedan are went on-sale by the end of as a model year, and
followed by a 5-door station wagon variant, the Mazda6 Sports Wagon in late for model year for
gasoline engines in and a diesel engine for to In October , Mazda Philippines has revealed the
newly refreshed Mazda6 sedan and wagon for diesel and gasoline variants during the 7th
Philippine International Motor Show on October 24 to The vehicles were unveiled in the Tokyo
Auto Salon. In Australia [42] and New Zealand, [43] the Mazda6 is sold with a 2. The 5-door
hatchback version of the first and second generation models is no longer available, in favour of

sedan in Sport, Touring, GT and Atenza trim and wagon Sport, Touring, GT and Atenza trim [44].
The only available transmission is Mazda's 6-speed SkyActiv automatic. Notably, Mazda's
SkyActiv technologies have reduced the petrol model's fuel consumption from an official figure
of 8. The diesel's fuel economy gain was less marked, from 5. North American models with the
SkyActiv-G 2. Models with the SkyActiv-D diesel engine were originally planned for the second
half of , but the introduction of the diesel variant of Mazda6 to the U. The North American
models are no longer offered with a V6 engine. In the United States, the Mazda6 is available in
three models: Sport, Touring, and Grand Touring, and is offered only as a four-door sedan.
While all three models offer their own distinct features, all of the models offer these features as
standard equipment:. The Sport and Touring models are offered with the choice of either a
6-speed manual or 6-speed automatic transmission, while the top-of-the-line Grand Touring is
only offered with a 6-speed automatic. The Grand Touring model with Technology Package and
Advanced Package added features such as radar cruise control, forward obstruction warning,
lane departure warning, and automatic high beam control. Although the two systems are
similarly named, they perform different functions at different speed ranges. It was also named
as a Car and Driver 10 Best pick, [51] a "rare car that looks like it drives and drives like it looks.
The captured energy is stored in a capacitor, and that stored energy is then used to power the
car's electrical componentsâ€”from the AC to the power steeringâ€”and in turn, improves
realâ€”world fuel efficiency by as much as 5 percent. The significance of the capacitor system
is that the capacitor can store in seconds enough energy to run the car electronics for several
minutes. The capacitor system offers large weight and space savings over batteries. While not
the case now, it is possible that this type capacitor technology could become part of a suite of
energy saving tools used in any type of car, electric, hybrid, etc. Changes to the Mazda6 include
new front and rear fascias, new aluminum-alloy wheel designs, standard i-Activsense driver
assistance technologies on all Mazda6 trim levels, new interior fabrics and upholsteries, and
two new trim levels, Grand Touring Reserve and Signature. While the base Sport and Touring
trims receive the previously-available horsepower, 2. A six-speed automatic transmission is
standard on all trim levels except the base Sport trim, while a six-speed manual transmission
remains available only on the base Sport trim level. As before, the facelifted Mazda6 continues
to be produced at Mazda 's assembly plant in Hiroshima , Japan. The manual transmission was
discontinued for the model year, though Mazda hinted that it might be available as a
special-order option in the future. Mazda finished first in the manufacturer's championship
standings. The Atenza Wagon also won What Car? The Mazda 6 was praised for its edgy
handsome design, communicative steering, and tight suspension. However, as it was designed
as a world car in order to fit the needs of Europe and Japan, it was smaller than its North
American contemporaries in the midsize segment, being criticized for its reduced passenger
space. Its acceleration, particularly the V6 engine models, lagged behind that of its rivals as
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the company's first three-wheeled trucks. Other candidates for a model name included
Sumera-Go, Tenshi-Go and more. The name was also associated with Ahura Mazda God of Light
, with the hope that it would brighten the image of these compact vehicles. The company
website further notes that the name also derives from the name of the company's founder,
Jujiro Matsuda. The Mazda lettering was used in combination with the corporate emblem of
Mitsubishi , which was responsible for sales, to produce the Toyo Kogyo three-wheeled truck
registered trademark. Mazda began as the Toyo Cork Kogyo Co. In the late s the company had
to be saved from bankruptcy by Hiroshima Saving Bank and other business leaders in
Hiroshima. In Toyo Kogyo moved from manufacturing machine tools to vehicles with the
introduction of the Mazda-Go auto rickshaw. Toyo Kogyo produced weapons for the Japanese
military throughout the Second World War, most notably the series 30 through 35 Type 99 rifle.
The company formally adopted the Mazda name in , though every automobile sold from the
beginning bore that name. The Mazda R was introduced in , followed by the Mazda Carol in
Beginning in the s, Mazda was inspired by the NSU Ro 80 and decided to put a major
engineering effort into development of the Wankel rotary engine as a way of differentiating itself
from other Japanese auto companies. This effort to bring attention to itself apparently helped,
as Mazda rapidly began to export its vehicles. Both piston-powered and rotary-powered models
made their way around the world. The rotary models quickly became popular for their
combination of good power and light weight when compared to piston-engined competitors that
required heavier V6 or V8 engines to produce the same power. During , Mazda started formal
operations in Canada MazdaCanada although Mazdas were seen in Canada as early as In ,
Mazda formally entered the American market Mazda North American Operations and was very
successful there, going so far as to create the Mazda Rotary Pickup based on the conventional
piston-powered B-Series model solely for North American buyers. To this day, Mazda remains
the only automaker to have produced a Wankel-powered pickup truck. Additionally, it is also the
only marque to have ever offered a rotary-powered bus the Mazda Parkway, offered only in
Japan or station wagon within the RX-3 and RX-4 lines for certain markets. After nine years of
development, Mazda finally launched its new model in the U. Mazda's rotary success continued
until the onset of the oil crisis. As American buyers as well as those in other nations quickly
turned to vehicles with better fuel efficiency, the relatively thirsty rotary-powered models began
to fall out of favor. Combined with being the least-efficient automaker in Japan in terms of
productivity , inability to adjust to excess inventory and over-reliance on the U. The smaller
Familia line in particular became very important to Mazda's worldwide sales after , as did the
somewhat larger Capella series. Mazda refocused its efforts and made the rotary engine a
choice for the sporting motorist rather than a mainstream powerplant. Starting with the
lightweight RX-7 in and continuing with the modern RX-8 , Mazda has continued its dedication
to this unique powerplant. This switch in focus also resulted in the development of another
lightweight sports car, the piston-powered Mazda MX-5 Miata sold as the Eunos and later Mazda
Roadster in Japan , inspired by the concept ' jinba ittai '. Introduced in to worldwide acclaim, the
Roadster has been widely credited with reviving the concept of the small sports car after its
decline in the late s. From to , Mazda had a partnership with the Ford Motor Company , which
acquired a This partnership with Ford began owing to Mazda's financial difficulties during the s.
The cooperation had begun in when the Mazda B-Series spawned a Ford Courier variant for
North America, a version which was later offered in other markets as well. Mazda's Bongo and
Titan cab-over trucks were sold with Ford badging in mainly Asia and the Pacific region
beginning in Mazda began supplying manual transaxles to Ford in the spring of During the s,
Ford-badged Mazda products replaced much of their own European-sourced lineup, especially
in the Asia-Pacific markets, with the Laser replacing the Escort [19] and the Telstar replacing
the Cortina. Ford also lent Mazda some of its capacity when needed: the Mazda sold in Europe
and South Africa was, for a time, a variant of the Ford Fiesta built in plants in Europe and South
Africa. Mazda also made an effort in the past to sell some of Ford's cars in Japan, mainly
through its Autorama dealer group. Mazda also helped Ford develop the Explorer [ citation
needed ] , which Mazda sold as the 2-door only Mazda Navajo from through However, Mazda's
version was unsuccessful, while the Ford available from the start as a 4-door or 2-door model
instantly became the best selling sport-utility vehicle in the United States and kept that title for
over a decade. Mazda has used Ford's Ranger pickup as the basis for its North
Americanâ€”market B-Series trucks, starting in and continuing through , when Mazda
discontinued importing its B-Series trucks to North America, due to costs associated with the
chicken tax. Following its long-held fascination with alternative engine technology, Mazda
introduced the first Miller cycle engine for automotive use in the Millenia luxury sedan of
Though the Millenia and its Miller-type V6 engine were discontinued in , the company has
recently introduced a much smaller Miller-cycle four-cylinder engine for use in its Demio

starting in As with its leadership in Wankel technology , Mazda remains so far the only
automaker to have used a Miller-cycle engine in the automotive realm. Further financial
difficulties at Mazda during the s partly caused by losses related to the Asian financial crisis [
citation needed ] caused Ford to increase its stake to a In June , Henry Wallace was appointed
president, and he set about restructuring Mazda and setting it on a new strategic direction. He
laid out a new direction for the brand including the design of the present Mazda marque; he laid
out a new product plan to achieve synergies with Ford, and he launched Mazda's digital
innovation program to speed up the development of new products. At the same time, he started
taking control of overseas distributors, rationalized dealerships and manufacturing facilities,
and driving much needed efficiencies and cost reductions in Mazda's operations. Much of his
early work put Mazda back into profitability and laid the foundations for future success. Wallace
was succeeded by James Miller in November , followed in December by Ford executive Mark
Fields , who has been credited with expanding Mazda's new product lineup and leading the
turnaround during the early s. Ford's increased influence during the s allowed Mazda to claim
another distinction in history, having maintained the first foreign-born head of a Japanese car
company, Henry Wallace. Amid the world financial crisis in the fall of , reports emerged that
Ford was contemplating a sale of its stake in Mazda as a way of streamlining its asset base.
Ford and Mazda remained strategic partners through joint ventures and exchanges of
technological information. Part of the proceeds were used to build an auto plant in Salamanca ,
Mexico. In May , the company signed an agreement with Toyota to form a "long-term
partnership", that would, among others, see Mazda supply Toyota with fuel-efficient SkyActiv
gasoline and diesel engine technology in exchange for hydrogen fuel cell systems. The
motivation was brought on by market competition from other Japanese automakers efforts in
offering vehicles at multiple Japanese dealership networks offered by Toyota , Nissan , and
Honda. Mazda's implementation of brand diversification reflected a Japanese engineering
philosophy, called Kansei engineering , which was used as an advertising slogan in North
America. M2 even had its own avant-garde company headquarters, but was shut down after a
very short period of operation. In early Mazda planned to release a luxury marque, Amati , to
challenge Acura , Infiniti , and Lexus in North America, which was to begin selling in late The
Amati marque was eventually scrapped before any cars hit the market. It is perhaps just a
curiosity, but "Amati" happens to be an anagram of "Miata". In Europe, the Xedos name was
also associated with the Mazda Xedos 6 , the two models were in production from until The
Xedos line was marketed under the Mazda marque, and used the Mazda badge from the
corresponding years. This diversification stressed the product development groups at Mazda
past its limits. Instead of having a half-dozen variations on any given platform , developers were
asked to work on dozens of different models at the same time. Consumers were confused as
well by the explosion of similar new models. This selective marketing experiment was ended in
the mids due to economic conditions, largely attributed to the collapse of the Japanese asset
price bubble in North America is Mazda's biggest market. Mazda has conducted research in
hydrogen-powered vehicles for several decades. Mazda has developed a hybrid version of its
Premacy compact minivan using a version of its signature rotary engine that can run on
hydrogen or gasoline named the Mazda Premacy Hydrogen RE Hybrid. Despite plans to release
it in , [40] [41] as of the vehicle is in limited trials. In Toyota and Mazda announced a supply
agreement for the hybrid technology used in Toyota's Prius model. Mazda is finding a host of
alternative uses for a variety of materials and substances â€” ranging from plastic to milk â€” in
its vehicles, as it aims to become more environmentally-friendly. Mazda introduced some of
these innovations â€” bioplastic internal consoles and bio-fabric seats â€” in its Mazda5 model
at EcoInnovasia , at the Queen Sirikit National Convention Center in Bangkok. Poti gobar of
cows. SkyActiv technology is an umbrella name for a range of technologies used in certain new
Mazda vehicles. Together these technologies increase fuel economy to a level similar to a
hybrid drivetrain. Engine output is increased and emission levels are reduced. These
technologies include high compression ratio gasoline engines It is also possible to combine
these technologies with a hybrid drivetrain for even greater fuel economy. In the racing world,
Mazda has had substantial success with both its signature Wankel-engine cars in two-rotor,
three-rotor, and four-rotor forms as well as its piston-engine models. Mazda vehicles and
engines compete in a wide variety of disciplines and series around the world. Only one of these
finished, taking fifth place. The Cosmo placed 18th overall in a field of The only modifications
were racing brake pads, exhaust, and safety equipment. The B's triumph remains unparalleled,
as it remains the only non-piston-engined car ever to win at Le Mans, and Mazda is the first
Japanese marque to have won overall at Le Mans â€” and only after Nissan had closed down its
World Sportscar Championship programme and Toyota had opted to take a sabbatical for most
of in order to develop its 3. This led to a ban on rotary engines in the Le Mans race starting in ,

which has since been rescinded. After the race, the winning engine was publicly dismantled for
internal examination, which demonstrated that despite 24 hours of extremely hard use it had
accumulated very little wear. The Le Mans win in followed a decade of class wins from other
Mazda prototypes, including the and This prototype racer uses the Renesis Wankel from the RX
Wankel engines have been banned for some time from international Formula One racing, [
citation needed ] as well as from United States midget racing , after Gene Angelillo won the
North East Midget Racing Association championship in with a car powered by a 13B engine,
and again in in a car powered by a 12A engine. Since , the Atlantic Championship has been run
exclusively with Swift Formula Mazda features open wheel race cars with Mazda engines,
adaptable to both oval tracks and road courses, on several levels of competition. Since , the
professionally organized Pro Mazda Championship has been the most popular format for
sponsors, spectators, and upward bound drivers. Engines for the Star Mazda series are all built
by one engine builder, certified to produce the prescribed power, and sealed to discourage
tampering. They are in a relatively mild state of racing tune, so that they are extremely reliable
and can go years between motor rebuilds. Spec Miata has become one of the most popular and
most affordable road racing classes in North America. The Spec Miata SM class is intended to
provide the opportunity to compete in low cost, production-based cars with limited
modifications, suitable for racing competition. The rules are intentionally designed to be more
open than the Showroom Stock class but more restricted than the Improved Touring class.
Spec RX-7 is also a popular club racing class primarily due to the availability of first generation
RX7 cars and the low startup cost. The company also sponsors various marathon and relay race
events in Japan, such as the Hiroshima International Peace Marathon and the Hiroshima
Prefectural Ekiden Race , along with numerous other sporting and charity endeavors in
Hiroshima and Hofu. Mazda also maintains sponsorship of the Laguna Seca racing course in
California, going so far as to use it for its own automotive testing purposes as well as the
numerous racing events including several Mazda-specific series that it hosts â€” as well as for
the launch of the Mazda RX Mazda also sponsors the Western New York Flash , a professional
women's soccer team that plays in the WPA and has some of the best players in the world,
including world player of the year. Mazda's past advertising slogans included: "The more you
look, the more you like" s to early s ; "Experience Mazda" mids ; "An intense commitment to
your total satisfaction, that's The Mazda Way" late s ; "It Just Feels Right" along with
advertising describing Mazda's use of Kansei engineering â€” ; "Passion for the road" ; "Get in.
Be moved. Another marketing slogan was "Sakes Alive! Since , Mazda has used the phrase
"Zoom-Zoom" to describe what it calls the "emotion of motion" that it claims is inherent in its
cars. The Zoom-Zoom campaign has been accompanied by the " Zoom-Zoom-Zoom " song in
many television and radio advertisements. The original version, performed by Jibril Serapis Bey
used in commercials in Europe, Japan and South Africa , was recorded long before it became
the official song for Mazda as part of a soundtrack to the movie Only The Strong released in In ,
its current slogan is "Zoom Zoom Forever". The punchline for this is "At Mazda, we believe
because if it's not worth driving, it's not worth building. We build Mazdas. What do you drive? In
, Mazda had launched a new campaign under a new tagline, "Driving Matters", coinciding with
the release of the redesigned MX A second long advertisement titled "A Driver's Life", coincided
with the new tagline on the following week. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Japanese
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represent wings for agility and speed. Symbol and corporate mark as seen on most Mazda cars
from the Mazda R until Between and , Mazda did not have an official symbol, only a stylized
version of its name; the previous blue "m" symbol was still used in some dealerships up until
the s, but later on a plain blue square next to the Mazda name was often used on dealer signs
and documentation. In , Mazda adopted a corporate symbol which was to represent a sun and a
flame standing for heartfelt passion. This is commonly referred to in Mazda enthusiast circles
as the "cylon" logo. Shortly after the release of the new symbol, the design was smoothed out
to reduce its similarity to Renault 's. This is sometimes referred to as the "eternal flame" logo. It
also represented the design of the rotary engine that Mazda was famous for. Wikimedia
Commons has media related to Mazda. Cars Mazda2 Mazda3 Mazda6. Kei car. Porter Cab. Carol
Familia, Presto. Familia Presto. Familia Van. Luce R Sports car. Cosmo Sport. Autozam Carol.
Flair Wagon. Flair Crossover. Autozam Scrum. Autozam AZ Eunos Cosmo. Bongo Friendee.
Crossover SUV. Proceed Levante. Proceed Marvie. Bongo Brawny. Sport compact. MX-5 Miata.
Subcompact crossover. Mid-size crossover. The Mazda Xedos 6 and Eunos are compact
executive cars that were produced between and , with the Xedos 6 being sold in Europe by
Mazda , and the Eunos being sold in Japan and Australia by Eunos. In total, 72, Xedos 6 and
Eunos automobiles were produced. The Xedos 6 was available with two different engines: a 1.
The Eunos used different engines to the European models. The 1. Roger Dowson Engineering
ran the works Mazda team in under the Mazda Racing Team name, [23] with the Xedos 6
replacing the F that had been used in the previous season. For , Roger Dowson Engineering and
Team Dynamics ran the works Mazdas, with David Leslie and Matt Neal being entered in a
two-car team, [29] but the season would prove to be less successful. Neal was forced to
withdraw from the series after suffering injuries from a big crash in the sixth round at
Silverstone , [30] whilst Leslie withdrew halfway through the season due to budgetary problems.
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article is about the s compact executive car. It is
not to be confused with the current Mazda6 midsize sedan. For more information about the
proposed luxury division, see Amati Cars. Motor vehicle. Retrieved 19 June Xedos community.
Archived from the original on Retrieved Archived from the original on 16 January Honest John.
Daily News Dig. Mazda Electronic Parts Catalogue. Mazda Motor Corporation. Archived from the
original on 30 October Archived from the original on 31 March Car Technical Data". Mazda Cars
Ltd. Archived from the original PDF on 31 July VIN Car History. Archived from the original on 30
March Archived from the original on 11 June British Touring Car Championship. Archived from
the original on 30 December Retrieved 30 June Archived from the original on 24 June Archived
from the original on 29 January Archived from the original on 14 May Categories : Mazda
vehicles Cars introduced in Front-wheel-drive vehicles Compact executive cars Mid-size cars
Touring cars Mazda racing cars. Hidden categories: Articles with short description Short
description matches Wikidata Commons category link from Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk.
Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file.
Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Takeshi Arakawa [1]. Mid-size luxury
car. Mazda Capella Mazda MX Wikimedia Commons has media related to Mazda Xedos 6.
Autozam Carol. Flair Wagon. Flair Crossover. Autozam Scrum. Familia Van. Sports car. Autozam
AZ Eunos Cosmo. Bongo Friendee. Crossover SUV. Proceed Levante. Proceed Marvie. Bongo
Brawny. It was requested that this article be renamed but the procedure outlined at WP:RM How
to request a page move did not appear to be followed, and consensus could not be determined.
Please request a move again with proper procedure if there is still a desire for the page to be
moved. Thank you for time! Isn't this car called the Mazda Atenza in Japan? Is this worth
noting? It is very obvious in this article that only the American awards are noted. Therefore, I've
included a British gong. I also got rid of some of the 7 competitors listed. It now has an
American rival, a budget rival, a European rival and a prestige rival. I removed the MKXlink
aswell - rather irrelavent apart from the platform. This should probably have stayed using the
most common name, Mazda 6, versus the Atenza name, used only in one country. Friday talk ,
15 September UTC. If the naming is going to stay, then quite a bit has to be re-edited as this
article is written from the perspective of Mazda6. North wiki , 20 September UTC. I am not agree
with him. And I agree that Sox23 said, Atenza name used only in Jpn. The model name outside

of Japan is "Mazda6" as one word only not "Mazda 6" â€”Preceding unsigned comment added
by How can I go to the talk page of Mazda6? It looks this is the talk page of Atenza. From the
specification of Euro version, it looks like it is more closely related to a Ford Fusion, i. The
Mazdaspeed6 should be merged to this article, its only one variant of this car and it its now
quite shortly article anyway. This vehicle is a completely different model than the Mazda6 here
in N. The Mazdaspeed6 shares many common parts as do the Chevy Cavalier and Pontiac
Sunfire , but they are different models aimed at different markets and are completely separate
models. Mazdaspeed6 should remain its own article. I think more important than whether this is
marketed as a different model is whether the automotive press treats it as a different model.
And they do. Friday talk , 16 October UTC. Just because it was built based on the Mazda 6
platform, doesn't mean it is not a separate vehicle. That logic gives greater importance to the
source of parts and body design than the production, marketing and use of the vehicle, which is
far more relevant to the distinguishing of models. To say that the Mazdaspeed 6 is a variant of
the 6 is to say that the first motorcycles, fire engines, bulldozers and tanks were just "model
variants" of bicycles and work trucks, the platforms from which they were built. If it's rebuilt,
marketed and sold in full production as a different car with a different name for a different
purpose, it's a different car. It is a completely different vehicle, aimed at different markets, with
very different capabilities and engineering than the Mazda 6. Turbocharger, 4-wheel drive
system and frame stiffening etc. Also - Where did the rest of this article go? It was very long and
well written. I believe it is being considered for merging due to its brevity, and that restoration is
a better alternative. What I know is Mazda 6 is not available in Thailand if who want the 6 are not
import it from outside Thailand. Transmission s 5-speed automatic 6-speed automatic mated
with V6 for NA market only 5-speed manual 6-speed manual. The transmission is mated with I4
2. The result of the proposal was support for move , and per our well-settled common names
guideline. I have considered the opposition and find it wanting. The article should be at the
name far more commonly used, known, and likely to be searched by English language
speakers. The opposition argument using Mazda6 verses Mazda 6 to show neither is the
common name actually lends support for the move as the common name , rather than argues
against the move as it was offered. The two forms of the same name with a spacing difference
combine to show an even larger disparity between some form of Mazda followed by 6, as
compared with Mazda followed by Atenza. We use the " Principle of least astonishment " when
we think about Wikipedia title disambiguation. A person searching for Mazda6, Mazda 6 or any
close variant will not be surprised by finding themselves at the one over the other, but they
certainly will be astonished when finding themselves at Mazda Atenza. The car is available
worldwide and well-known as "Mazda6", according to the article, the current name "Mazda
Atenza" was only used in Japan. Aubergine talk , 17 July UTC. A photo of the newer version
should be put up top with the old one. It's kind of misleading otherwise. Or maybe someone can
get a photo of them side by side? This article reads like a damn car commercial. It's obvious
Mazda had its technical people put up this article. Mazda, you are shameless sell-outs, you'll
even compromise education and knowledge just to make a buck. I have just added archive links
to 2 external links on Mazda6. Please take a moment to review my edit. I made the following
changes:. When you have finished reviewing my changes, please set the checked parameter
below to true to let others know. As of February , "External links modified" talk page sections
are no longer generated or monitored by InternetArchiveBot. No special action is required
regarding these talk page notices, other than regular verification using the archive tool
instructions below. Editors have permission to delete these "External links modified" talk page
sections if they want to de-clutter talk pages, but see the RfC before doing mass systematic
removals. I have just modified one external link on Mazda6. If you have any questions, or need
the bot to ignore the links, or the page altogether, please visit this simple FaQ for additional
information. When you have finished reviewing my changes, you may follow the instructions on
the template below to fix any issues with the URLs. I have just modified 3 external links on
Mazda6. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Japan portal. Requested move [ edit ] The
following discussion is an archived discussion of the proposal. Please do not modify it.
Subsequent comments should be made in a new section on the talk page. No further edits
should be made to this section. These names originate from a naming convention adopted by
WikiProject Automobiles which, in my humble opinion, directly conflicts in many cases with our
common name policy. The convention is documented here. Specifically, it says: " Article titles
shall bear the name used in the original market by the original manufacturer or marketer,
regardless of sales. Jafeluv talk , 17 July UTC Oppose - contrary to what Jafeluv says, the move
would not really be to a more common name. The "Mazda6" spelling is favoured by the
manufacturer, but WP:NAME tends not to conform with marketing and branding tactics, but
rather keep with the name used in common parlance. The situation is the same in print media.

So, all in all, "Mazda6" can hardly be argued to be the "most common name". Having said
which, I would argue the general WP:NAME wording have little application in the case of car
models, as in many other exceptions regulated by more specific rules, such as fauna and flora
or geographical names. The convention adopted by the WikiProject has been serving very well
to cut through the plethora of different marketing and branding tactics adopted by automakers,
and even in cases such as this it has not generated by much controversies for two years
running , as can be evidenced by this talk page. Obviously, the WikiProject can be accused of
laziness and indecision for not submitting the convention to be included in WP:NAME as part of
official guidelines, yet I would like to inform the closing admin a discussion on that has just
started within the WikiProject and will obviously take some time. I treat this move request, as
the Mazda Axela one, as it reeks of fait accompli tactic to both influence the discussion and
circumvent the convention before it becomes official. I do not see any benefit in changing the
name, and as a non-American and non-native English speaker I do perceive this as a, probably
good-faith for all intents and purposes, as a manifestation of Systemic Bias. I do not think all
articles need to be called what some US Americans would call them, and do believe it is
stretching of the good-faith rules of WP:NAME , which obviously were designed for more
general purposes and did not forsee such complicated cases as car names. I do hope my
comments will not be disregarded by the closing admin as with the Mazda Axela case. I am
ready to expand, discuss and further substantiate my case should need be. The average reader
will make the connection between the two immediately, which is less likely for "Atenza" given
it's use is restricted to a small geographic area. That they have such recognition is exactly why
"Mazda6" and "Mazda 6" are mistaken, both convey the required information in an
unambiguous way, I resent the accusation that I am stretching "the good-faith rules", the
accusation of "systematic bias". In an English-language encyclopedia, I simply cannot support
a name that has no recognition in the English-speaking world when an alternative that is
well-known exists. By extension, I cannot support a mislabeled convention that promotes the
same. I doubt I am alone in those sentiments, so your convention is by no means guaranteed to
become official. Not that it's relevant, but I'm not American either, so what the American name is
not especially important to me; the English-language name is, though. Finally, I doubt your
comments were disregarded speak to the closing admin if you think they were. As the sole
dissenting voice, they just didn't match the consensus reached on the page. If it's not ready by
now, do you really expect people to hang around waiting for it? Give it up, already. See the
above discussions about naming. Your claims of bias are ridiculous. This is the English
Wikipedia. This car has a name common to the entire English-speaking world. No amount of
emotion-laden pleading can change this. We use common names here. I don't care what some
wikiproject says. Subsequent comments should be made in a new section on this talk page.
Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit New section View history. Help Learn to edit
Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. This article
is of interest to the following WikiProjects :. WikiProject Automobiles. Cars portal v t e This
article is within the scope of WikiProject Automobiles , a collaborative effort to improve the
coverage of automobiles on Wikipedia. If you would like to participate, please visit the project
page, where you can join the discussion and see a list of open tasks. This article has been rated
as Start-Class on the project's quality scale. This article has been rated as Mid-importance on
the project's importance scale. WikiProject Brands. This article has not yet received a rating on
the project's importance scale. Japan portal v t e This article is within the scope of the
WikiProject Japan , a collaborative effort to improve the coverage of Japan -related articles on
Wikipedia. If you would like to participate , please visit the project page , where you can join the
project, participate in relevant discussions , and see lists of open tasks. This page is supported
by the Japanese cars task force. From Wikimedia Commons, the free media repository. See also
category: Mazda Atenza GG. Subcategories This category has the following 2 subcategories,
out of 2 total. Media in category "Mazda6 GG " The following files are in this category, out of
total. Autos chocados Lisboa - Lisbon Mazda 6 Mazda 6 GG registered September cc. Mazda 6 Mazda 6 2. Mazda 6 5-Door Hatchback Mazda 6 Accident. Mazda 6 GG 1. Mazda 6 GG 2. Mazda 6
GG BJ Mazda 6 GG China Mazda 6 GG facelift China Mazda 6 GG Sport Mazda 6 GG Sport 1.
Mazda 6 GG1 Mazda 6 I front. Mazda 6 I rear. Mazda 6 jaslo. Mazda 6 Kombi front Mazda 6 Kombi
rear Mazda 6 Kombi titan Mazda 6 Limousine blue Mazda 6 Sedan. Mazda 6 Sport Mazda 6 Sport
Facelift Heck. Mazda 6 Sport Heck
wiring diagrams automotive
chevy s10 headlight wiring diagram
acura rsx type s interior
. Mazda 6 Sport-Kombi Facelift front. Mazda 6 Sport-Kombi Facelift rear. Mazda 6 Sportkombi 1.

Mazda 6 Wagon Mazda 6 Wagon. Mazda 6. Mazda GF in Diest. Mazda6 Mazda6 Tuban, Bali.
Mazda6 1. Mazda6 front Mazda6 GG Sportlimousine Originalzustand. Mazda6 GG1 JM 1. Mazda6
GG1 JM Mazda6 GG1 JM 2. Mazda6 GG1 JM 3. Mazda6 GG1 JM 4. Mazda6 GG1 JM 5. Mazda6
GG1 JM 6. Mazda6 GG1 JM 7. Mazda6 GG1 JM 8. Mazda6 GG1 JM 9. Mazda6 GG1. Mazda6 rear
Mazda6 Sakata Dash Clocks. Mazda6 sedan. Mazda6 Sport Kombi front. Mazda6 Sport Kombi I
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